PACTS
& Policing

“For almost
40 years, PACTS
has championed
transport safety in the UK Parliament
and across the world. We believe
We see membership
in partnerships, passion and
as a partnership – a
professionalism to deliver real
commitment
to
work
change.” Barry Sheerman
together to deliver transport
Member of Parliament
safety. PACTS members are
Chair of PACTS
encouraged to play an active role
as part of a vibrant community.
Benefits of PACTS membership include:
• opportunities to develop and influence
transport safety policy and input to
research
• networking
with
experts
and
organisations across public and
private sectors
• information on transport safety
matters in government and parliament
• access to PACTS briefings and
reports
• attendance at PACTS conferences,
members meetings and workshops
(accepted for CPD)
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Research & Events for Roads Policing
PACTS is at the forefront of roads policing research
and advocacy. Our report Roads policing and its
implications for road safety was widely welcomed
and feeds directly into the joint review of roads
policing by the DfT, Home Office and NPCC.
We work closely but independently with experts
in policing, industry and academia. Our mission
is to provide research and evidence to influence
government policy and help the police and their
partners to save lives on the road. We are pleased
to be a member of NRPOI.
We bring together practitioners, stakeholders,
academics and politicians at our conferences,
webinars and working parties. Recent conferences
addressed collision investigation, enforcement
and post-crash response. Feedback says they
are stimulating, useful and enjoyable!

Key Issues for Roads Policing
“The
Met is proud to
work alongside PACTS
who we consider a valued partner
in our ambition to eradicate collisions.
Their genuine determination, knowledge
and experience is vital in informing national
roads policing strategy and operations; for instance
championing the issue of not wearing seatbelts leading to
legislative debate and more recently their review of national
roads policing. I look forward to our continued effective joint
work.” Andy Cox
Detective Superintendent, Roads and
Transport Policing Command

PACTS’ priorities are to highlight the importance
of enforcement as a key component of the safe
system approach to road safety, to promote it as
a policing priority and to help it secure resources
commensurate with the scale of public harm
involved

“We have found membership
of PACTS to be very valuable to the
SW Peninsula Road Safety Partnership.
They keep us informed about UK Government and
international road safety policy and research. PACTS produce
excellent research documents drawing evidence and practice
from across the globe. The recent report is an important addition to
our understanding of police enforcement.
Membership of PACTS provides excellent value for money and I
would recommend it to any organisation wishing to improve the
safety of road users.”

Alison Hernandez

Police and Crime Commissioner for
Devon, Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly

Buckingham Court
78 Buckingham Gate
Westminster
London SW1E 6PE
www.pacts.org.uk
@PACTS

If you would like more information about membership terms and how PACTS
membership could benefit your organisation, please contact:
Jo Mackel - Office and Events Manager
020 7222 7732
admin@pacts.org.uk

